Henley Designs Ltd.
Product Information Sheet
Pro-Ject Xtension 9 Super Pack
£2,200.00 (UK SRP)
Key Features:
- Premium belt drive turntable inspired by the highlyrated Xtension 12.
- 9CC Evolution tonearm with over-sized antiresonance assembly around the bearing
- Mass-loaded design with heavy plinth and platter
- Pre-fitted with an Ortofon Quintet cartridge.
- Built-in speed control for clean signal generation to
the motor and accurate timing
- Heavyweight record puck included
- 2 stunning finishes (Gloss White, Gloss Red (shown))

Compact Luxury!
The Xtension 9 takes all the advanced design principles found in the internationally-lauded Xtension
and Xtension 10 turntables, but squeezes the benefits into a more compact, rack-friendly unit. The highgloss plinth is an MDF construction filled with metal granulate, giving a high-mass and non-resonant
construction. The platter, which rides on an inverted ceramic ball bearing, is made of a non-resonant alloy
that has been damped with Thermo-Plastic Elastomers (TPE) and topped with recycled vinyl records to
produce the perfect playback surface. The whole turntable is then decoupled from its base by the newlydesigned magnetic feet - essentially creating a floating turntable that uses high-mass to stop internal
resonance transference.
The Xtension 9 Super Pack benefits from a pre-fitted 9CC Evolution tonearm and matching Ortofon
Quintet MC cartridge. The 9CC Evolution uses a single-piece carbon fibre tube that can send any unwanted
vibrations away from the audio cables thanks to the over-sized heavyweight assembly surrounding the
gimble bearing.

Technical Data:
Speeds:
33, 45 (electronic speed change)
Aluminium Feet:
Magnetic & TPE damped
Speed Variance:
± 0.09% (maximum)
Wow & Flutter:
± 0.01% (maximum)
Platter:
5.4kg TPE-damped alloy
Bearing:
Inverted Ceramic
Eff. Arm Length:
230mm
Rumble:
-71dB
Overhang:
18mm
Tonearm Cable:
Connect-IT 5P C
Dimensions:
465 x 350 x 185mm (lid closed)
Weight:
16kg
Included Accessories: 5-Pin - RCA Tonearm cable, Heavy Platter Puck, Dust Cover
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